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A BACKBONE ARCHITECTURE

A.1 Input feature mappings

When feeding 𝑳𝑥𝑦𝑠𝑡 and 𝒓𝑥𝑦𝑠𝑡 to our encoder, we compress radi-

ance 𝑳 and depth disparity 1/𝑑 using the log+1 curve to lessen the

numerical effect of outliers in our training data:

𝜏 : 𝑳 ↦→ log

(
𝑳

E𝑥𝑦𝑠 [𝑳]
+ 1

)
, (1)

𝑑 ↦→ log

(
1

𝑑
+ 1

)
. (2)

As our training and evaluation scenes have varying exposure, we

scale radiance per frame, mapping the average over all (𝑥,𝑦) coordi-
nates, colour channels and samples to one when providing radiance

data as input to our neural networks. In Equation 1, dividing by

E𝑥𝑦𝑠 [𝑳] denotes this operation.

A.2 Sample encoder

For our sample encoder we use a 32-channel, three-layer, fully-

connected network with leaky ReLU activations.

A.3 OursSmall

For our smaller network we consider a typical U-Net structrue

commonly used in previous work [Hasselgren et al. 2020; Işık et al.

2021; Munkberg and Hasselgren 2020]. Here, we use max-pooling,

LeakyReLU activations and concatenating skip connections.
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Our channel counts are the following:

𝒄96𝒄96𝒅 → 𝒄96𝒄128𝒅 → 𝒄128𝒄192𝒅 → 𝒄192𝒄256𝒅

→ 𝒄256𝒄384𝒅 → 𝒄512𝒄512𝒄384𝒖 → 𝒄384𝒄256𝒖 → 𝒄256𝒄192𝒖

→ 𝒄192𝒄128𝒖 → 𝒄128𝒄96𝒖 → 𝒄96𝒄96 (3)

A.4 OursLarge

Our 30 million parameter network (OursLarge) uses ConvNext

[Liu et al. 2022] blocks in the Restormer-like [Zamir et al. 2022]

configuration as described in Figure 1.

B DATASET

Inspired by Hypersim [Roberts et al. 2021], we leverage Evermo-

tion’s Archinteriors and Archexteriors collections to build our train-

ing dataset. These scenes contain production quality assets with

detailed physically based materials, far exceeding the quality and

diversity of datasets used in previous work. The light transport

of our training scenes also better matches photorealistic produc-

tion scenarios, in which we expect our denoiser to have the largest

impact.

We optimise 7 exterior and 8 interior scenes for the Falcor [Kall-

weit et al. 2022] renderer and manually add camera trajectories. We

generate 1024 64-frame-long training sequences. We randomly pick

a scene, a one-second camera trajectory segment, and an environ-

ment map for each sequence. We further perturb the camera tra-

jectory and add randomly moving sphere lights and objects nearby

the trajectory. We pick objects from the Amazon Berkeley Objects

Dataset [Collins et al. 2022] containing 7941 high-quality 3D models

with physically based materials and environment maps from the

Poly Haven HDRI Dataset containing 388 4K environment maps. We

randomise our generated sphere lights’ colour, size, and intensity.

We extract 256 × 256 motion compensated patches cropped from

a 1080 × 1920 virtual camera frames. The motion is compensated

by adjusting the crop offset according to the average optical flow

in the cropped region. This allows our training patches to capture

more temporal information. See Figure 2 for example frames of our

training set. We will share our dataset with rendered content upon

acceptance.

We choose to render our scenes with Falcor [Kallweit et al. 2022],

a fast GPU-based renderer suitable for real-time and interactive pre-

views, better matching potential applications. Most previous works

were performed using PBRT [Pharr et al. 2016], a CPU-based offline

renderer using slower but more advanced sampling algorithms; Fal-

cor’s path tracer requires double the sample count to meet the same
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Fig. 1. Our ConvNext based architecture.

noise level. Please keep this in mind when comparing to metrics

reported in previous works.

We render the supervision reference images for our training

dataset at 6144 samples per pixel. Due to our scenes’ complexity,

some noise and fireflies are present in these images. Mitigating the

noise by increasing our reference sample count by several orders of

magnitude would make the generation of our dataset impractical.

Therefore, we use OIDN [Intel 2022] to denoise three uncorrelated

2048 spp estimates and take their median as our training reference.

We do not apply denoising to our test set.

Fig. 2. Randomly chosen frames from our training dataset.

C LOSS FUNCTION

We aim to train our model to reconstruct temporally stable videos

clean of noise. Previous work used Symmetric Mean Absolute Per-

centage Error as their metric of reconstruction quality:

SMAPE(�̂�𝑡 , 𝐿★𝑡 ) = E𝑥,𝑦

[
|�̂�𝑥,𝑦,𝑡 − 𝐿★𝑥,𝑦,𝑡 |

|�̂�𝑥,𝑦,𝑡 | + |𝐿★𝑥,𝑦,𝑡 | + 𝜖

]
, (4)

where �̂�𝑡 and 𝐿
★
𝑡 denote the denoised and reference frames at the

time 𝑡 , and 𝜖 = 10
−3
.

Unfortunately, we found that SMAPE, being a per-pixel loss func-

tion, does not strongly condition in the lower frequencies. SMAPE

also ignores the structural content of the images, often resulting in

a blurry look. Furthermore, while it is similar to the median seeking

L1 loss, it instead converges to brighter images than the median

due to the denominator in the formula. For these reasons, we revise

our loss function with a genuinely median seeking, perceptual, and

multiscale component in feature space as proposed in [Thomas et al.

2022]. We get the best results by blending the perceptual loss and

SMAPE:

L
spatial

𝑡 = 0.2∥ 𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(�̂�𝑡 )) − 𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(𝐿★𝑡 ))∥1+
0.8 · SMAPE(�̂�𝑡 , 𝐿★𝑡 ), (5)

where 𝑓 extracts feature maps for frames �̂�𝑡 and 𝐿★𝑡 . For 𝑓 , we

implement the perceptual loss proposed by [Thomas et al. 2022],

with PU21 [Mantiuk and Azimi 2021] mapping from HDR inputs.

We also revise the temporal loss; previous methods take per-

pixel differences between frames. This approach corresponds to the

viewer not tracking any objects in the scene. While this scenario

is improbable, we cannot tell which object the viewer might be
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tracking without additional eye-tracker hardware. Therefore, we

assume the viewer tracks each object in the scene, and thus we take

the difference between warped images:

L
temporal

𝑡 = 0.2

[𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(�̂�𝑡 )) − 𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(W𝑡 �̂�𝑡−1))
]
−[

𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(𝐿★𝑡 )) − 𝑓 (𝑃𝑈 21(W𝑡𝐿
★
𝑡−1

))
]

1

+

0.8 · SMAPE(�̂�𝑡 − W𝑡 �̂�𝑡−1, 𝐿
★
𝑡 − W𝑡𝐿

★
𝑡−1

), (6)

where W𝑡 stands for the warping operator from the previous frame

𝑡 − 1 to the current frame 𝑡 . The resulting videos generated by our

denoiser appear significantly more stable, as demonstrated in our

supplementary video.

Our complete loss is the sum of our temporal and spatial losses:

L𝑡 = L
spatial

𝑡 +L
temporal

𝑡 . (7)

Table 1. Radiance notations used in our work

𝑳𝑥𝑦𝑠𝑡 Per-sample radiance

𝑳𝑥𝑦𝑡 Per-pixel radiance

�̄�𝑥𝑦𝑡 Temporally accumulated radiance (until frame 𝑡 )

�̄�𝑙𝑥𝑦𝑡 Downsampled (and partitioned) per-layer radiance

�̂�𝑙𝑥𝑦𝑡 Denoised per-layer radiance

�̃�𝑙𝑥𝑦𝑡 Composed per-layer radiance (until layer 𝑙 from coarser layers)

�̃�0

𝑥𝑦𝑡 Unstable denoised output

𝑶𝑥𝑦𝑡 Temporally stabilised output
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Fig. 3. Further examples of our predicted partitioning. The images correspond to the fourth column of Figure 6, showing the layers after denoising and

upsampling. In the Zero-Day scene on the left, our denoiser seems to partition diffuse lighting affecting larger areas into coarser layers and keep local

highlights in fine-resolution layers. The middle column shows a synthetic example of the contrast sensitivity function, illustrating the frequency sensitivity of

our partitioning. Note how our upsampler preserves the transitions between different regions, despite the varying frequency. In the Bistro3 scene on the right,

our denoiser again uses the coarse layers to reconstruct the diffuse lighting of the scene accurately, handling the challenging scenario with many light sources.
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